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Content Marketing
Strategic marketing and business 
process focused on creating and 

distributing valuable, relevant, and 
consistent content to attract and 

retain a clearly defined audience, and 
ultimately, to drive profitable customer 

action.









Content Marketing is 
really just the art of 

communicating with 
your prospects without 
having to sell to them.



A smarter customer is 
a better customer.



You could be discovered 
years from when you post.



How to build a Content 
Creation Framework

• conceptualizing your content 

• planning and setting timelines 

• creating a workflow 

• reviewing content 

• publishing and promotion 

• organizing it internally 

• analyzing the results





Be sure you and your team 
agree on which metrics and 

channels are important.



Only share what you 
want to Book.



You want destination 
weddings but you have no 

destination wedding content 
on your web site. - Brian Leahy



The more you give, 
The more you get.



You’re not giving 
away your business. 

   
You’re showing how 

complicated it is.



Clients want 
you to save 
them from 

public 
humiliation.



Build an  
Authority Presence



When done correctly, CM helps 
create a relationship with your 
audience, which leads to trust.





Why Longterm Plan?

• Planning provides a Roadmap. 

• Push through obstacles. 

• Helps stay organized. 

• Supports all departments of your business. 

• Helps you tell a relevant story.



Marketing Goals 
 provide 

Long-Term 
Vision

Short-Term 
Motivation



How do you build a  
Long-Term content marketing plan?





3 Steps to Long-Term Plan

• Setting marketing goals. 

• Auditing or assessing your 
organization’s initiatives and assets. 

• Identifying the Buyer’s Journey for 

your Buyer Persona.



Goals

• Attract customers (desired) 
• Convert to Leads (qualified) 
• Close sales (get paid)



S.M.A.R.T. Goals



Goal Example

•1,000 Web Visits 
•50 Leads 
• 15 New customers



Better Example

•15 New customers  
•50 Leads 
•1,000 Web Visits





Your content 
should always 
delight your 
customers.

Turning them 
into 

promoters of 
your brand.



Make 
them 
Fall in 
Love



20 Hours
Average time an Adult spends per week on Digital Media





  
Resonate with people that need your  

help or guidance.

Your goal is to make a  
human connection.





Storytelling is 
about  

standing out, 
not blending in.





Tell Your Story

* What do you stand for? 
* What do you support? 

Your Why



Simon
Sinek



The Golden Circle

• Why - Why are you doing what 
you’re doing? 

• How - How will this help your 
audience? 

• What - What are you offering?



Emotion is much more 
memorable than logic.









Essential Elements of 
Storytelling

•Characters 
•Conflict 
•Resolution



Storytelling can’t happen 
without valuing and 
understanding your 
audience. 

Always be listening and 
respond to your 
audience’s wants and 
needs.



If you don’t put 
your customer 

first…



Start with your Buyer Persona.









Limit your client 
research time. 

No more than a week.



Buyer’s Journey





Choose a Point of View

•First person - “I, me” 
•Second person - “you” 
•Third person - “he, she, 
they”



Keep the point of view consistent. 
Consistency is key when it comes 

to content and storytelling.





If your story lacks 
conflict, then you’re not 

telling a story. 

It’s a pitch, tagline, 
unique selling point, or a 

plain statement.



The Conflict Should Fit:

•Your prospect’s problems 
•Your prospect’s needs 
•Your prospect’s buyer’s 
journey stage.



Where to Find Conflict

• Forums
• Facebook Group 
Comments 

• 3-Star Reviews



Resolution
The resolution should wrap up the 

story but should also clearly 
CALL your audience TO ACTION.



Storytelling Best Practices

• Use content to create 
emotional appeal 

• Be consistent and authentic. 

• Keep the story clear and 
concise.



Low Hanging Fruit



You need a  
Content 
Creation 
Process



A process allows you to 
think of ideas

 that may not be easily 
apparent.



Reasons for Process
• Your days are busy 

• Uncover ideas that you may not have 
come up with on your own. 

• You will run out of good ideas. 

• Grow responsibly and keep up with 
increased demand.



Ideation Process

1.Gathering raw material 
2.Digesting the material 
3.Unconscious processing 
4.Eureka moment



Read and consume content 
from a wide variety of sources.









Look for 
relationships, 

connections, and 
combinations.



Let your mind 
process the ideas 
subconsciously. 

Do something else.



As soon as an idea 
pops into your head 

WRITE IT DOWN!



Have a place to store all of 
the ideas.



Keep in Mind

• What are your buyer personas' reading habits? 

• What are your competitors doing? 

• What can you learn from your search engine 
optimization efforts? 

• What are people talking about on Quora?





Use a tool like 
Buzzsumo  

to see which content 
has the best  
social media 
performance.







Research the 
words people 
actually use to 

search and 
communicate.





2 Ways to Leverage Google

•Autocomplete 
•Related searches



















Where Content is Hiding
• File manager or marketing folder 

• Ask sales team what collateral they use 

• Check in with more tenured employees/peers 

• Customer relationship management system 
(CRM) 

• Content management system (CMS)





Event-based Content Audit

• Upcoming priorities by month 

• Initiative overview 

• Theme 

• Prospective blog post topics 
based on your buyer personas



Keep on 
top of 

industry 
trends and 

best 
practices.



2 Ways to Generate Ideas

•By yourself 
•With a group





Hosting a Brainstorm
• Pick someone to moderate and set a clear agenda.

• Create an atmosphere where people feel 
comfortable. 

• Leverage “braindumps”. 

• Use sticky notes, whiteboards, and other visual aids. 

• Remember that the main goal is to generate new, 
unexpected ideas.



Constraints 
breed 

Creativity

Set a Time 
Limit





Organize your Content
• Content title 

• Buyer’s journey stage 

• Marketing funnel stage 

• Format or Type of content 

• Which buyer persona it’s targeting 

• Any additional notes that provide value or context





“An idea is nothing 
more nor less than a 
new combination of 

old elements.” 

- James Webb Young



"Creativity is just 
connecting things. 

When you ask creative people 
how they did something they 

feel a little guilty 
because they didn't really do it, 

they just saw something. 
It seemed obvious to them after 

awhile.”

- Steve Jobs



Break larger goals into 
digestible chunks.



Put it in your Calendar



Google favors sites 
that publish regularly.





Write Well



People consume  
285 pieces of content (54,000 words)  

every single day.



Your writing has to slow the person down 
and  

prevent them from clicking another link. 
Your writing must be helpful and useful.



Define 2-3 benefits 
someone would gain from 

your piece of content.



Effective writing core 
attributes

• Attention-grabbing 
headline 

• Tone relevant to your 
readers 

• Help the reader do 
something 

• Add to the conversation 

• Write for the way people 
search

• Solid structure 

• One core idea 

• Supports your brand 
messaging 

• Has a relevant call-to-
action 

• Free of errors and poor 
grammar



Tone
•Inspire 
•Encourage 
•Educate 
•Laugh



Structure
• Intro

• Why it matters 

• 5 suggestions of one core idea 

• Conclusion Subheading 

• Conclusion



Content

Title



80% will read the 
headline 

20% will read entire 
article



Headline Formats

• How to 

• List 

• Question 

• Negative Angle 

• Secret of

• Little known advice, 
tips or tricks 

• You should know 
this 

• Interesting data 

• Quick tip







Match the attitude of the 
readers and the  
subject matter.



“Content is King 
but 

Context is God” 
Gary Vaynerchuk





Call to Action



First drafts are sloppy. 

That’s normal.



Refinement and polishing 
can be the difference between 

making and breaking trust.



10 Fixes
• Use contractions 

• Write with simple 
language 

• Use the active voice 

• Be clear and 
concise 

• Use short sentences 
& paragraphs

• Cut fluffy words from 
your writing 

• Adhere to a style 
guide 

• Use “you” and “your” 

• Avoid jargon

• Don’t be snarky

• Use Spell Check



Big words 
actually make 
you appear 

less credible 
and confident. 

- UCLA study



Use short sentences and paragraphs

Give your reader’s eyes a break.



Active Voice Activity
•The marketer launched a 
new campaign. 

•The campaign was 
launched by the 
marketer.



Plan content no more 
than 3 months out.



Content Creation Workflow

• Identify who is going to be doing 
what tasks 

• Identify outside influencers who 
will be contributing 

• Have an intuitive breakdown of 
the work.



Review Process
• Getting authorization to publicly 

release your content. 

• Working with your technical team to 
make website updates. 

• Getting an SEO specialist to format 
and update the content.





Reviewing and Editing
• Set clear expectations 

• Allow for multiple rounds of edits 

• Make suggestions by tracking progress 

• Determine editing timeline 

• Use a document to track changes and clearly 
identify roles in the reviewal process.



Google Analytics
• Where leads are coming from. 

• What kind of device they are using. 

• How long they’re staying on pages 

• Pull custom, granular reports on 
your site’s traffic.





Repurpose



Benefits of Repurposing

• Another opportunity to rank within search 
engine’s results 

• Allows you to reach a new audience 

• Supports the consistency of your message 

• Helps your content marketing team create 
content on a more consistent basis.





Most popular 
viewing time is 
Wednesday 

7am-11am PDT
WebinarNinja.co





How do you extend 
the value of your 

content?









Viewers might tolerate so-
so video quality but bad 

audio makes them leave.



Four Most Common Videos

•Explainers 
•Product Demos 
•How-To 
•Testimonials



Average Video 
retains 37% of 

viewers to  
end of video.



Videos  
under 90 seconds: 

53% retention 

Videos  
over 30 minutes:  

<10% retention



86% of 
business videos 
are viewed on 

desktop.



37% of businesses use 
advance video analytics.

• Interaction 
• Attention Span 
• Views by embed location 
• Drop off times 
• Attribution to Sales Pipeline 
• Influence on Revenue





DJI Phone 
Camera Gimbal 
OSMO MOBILE, 
Black     $250



Extract Audio from Video



Podcast





Transcribe Audio to Text







Do This on your Blog
• Clear value proposition in the title 

• Relevant image that supports the context 
of the title 

• Call to action in upper right-hand corner. 

• Read additional supporting resources via 
the blue hyperlinks in the body.



How else might this 
content be 
consumed? 

Check your  
Buyer Persona!



A prospect needs to see or hear 
your marketing message at least 

seven times before they take 
action and buy from you.



47% of B2B buyers 
consume 3-5 pieces 

of content prior to 
engaging with a 

salesperson.





Pillar Page
All Content about One Subject 

in One Place







Content Promotion



Create Less

Promote 
More



Content Promotion & 
Success

• Drive website traffic 
• Improve audience 

engagement. 
• Aid buyers with purchase 

decisions.



Your promotion strategy 
should always be changing to 
reflect your business needs.



Organic content 
promotion is designed to 

increase the visibility of 
your content and its 
effectiveness of your 
marketing campaigns 

without spending money.



Organic Promotion Channels

• Search Engine Optimization 

• Email Marketing 

• Social Media 

• Live Promotions (Events or Webinars) 

• Influencer Networks 

• Word of Mouth



Optimize Your Reach

• Include a link in your email signature. 

• Share content on social media. 

• Connect with industry influencers. 

• Always tell new people about your 
content.



Find Influencers



Websites with Higher domain 
authority will give you a stronger 

lift in search engine rankings.



Content 
Republishing

The act of reposting 
your content, mainly 

blogs, on other 
websites with proper 
credit given to the 
original author.



When Republishing 
Content, make sure:

• The source uses a canonical tag. 

• It has a link at the beginning or the 
end of the post that connects back 
to your website. 

• To have the source “noIndex” their 
copy of the article.





Republishing Best Practices
• Choose reputable sites to partner with. 

• Don’t republish all of your content, just top performing content. 

• Update the headline of each republished piece of content. 

• Wait at least two weeks before you republish your content. 

• Include internal links throughout your post. 

• Make sure your content is a great fit for the site it’s being 
published to. 

• Include a call-to-action within your blog’s post.



Effective Recycled Content
A.C.E.

• Adjust: What needs to be added, removed, or 
re-worded? 

• Combine: You may be able to combine related 
or unrelated content to provide new value and 
meaning. 

• Expand: Is there an opportunity to expand on 
something you’re already done in order to dig 
deeper into that topic?





Paid content promotion allows 
you to promote your content to 
a highly-specific audience.



Paid Promotion Channels

• Search Engine Ads 
(Google, Yahoo, Bing) 

• Social Media Ads 
(Facebook, LinkedIn, Twitter 
and Instagram



Optimize for Conversions

• Link to a landing page for 
all of your promotional 
efforts. 

• Use strong calls-to-action.





Analyze



Tracking data for the sake 
of tracking data isn’t a 

valuable use of your time.



Analyze Promotion Efforts

1.Analyze the performance of 
your promotions’ channels. 

2.Explore each channel 
individually. 

3.Identify next steps that you can 
take based off the new insights.



Group your content into 
categories based on key 

similarities and try to draw some 
conclusions.



Your marketing is only as good 
as your results.







Consider a  
Content Upgrade.

They give you 
something to  

get more. 
Make it Relevant!





90% of the respondents preferred 
downloading a PDF to reading 

our content on a web page.



Content living on web 
pages can be crawled 
by Google to improve 

websites' domain 
authority (and SEO 
superpowers) -- and 

PDFs can't be.



The more you 
create,  

the better you 
become  

and  
the better you know 

your audience.



The more you become 
known for the content 

you create,  
the more you’ll be 
recognized as a 
subject expert.




















